
OUR PATH TO CO²-REDUCTION



HOW WE MANAGE THE TOPIC OF CO² REDUCTION:

Since 2014 we´re using a tool called WEBFLEET. In 2018 
we´ve invested in the state of the art-product from  
TOMTOM called BUSINESS PRO 8275 Truck. In 2019 follo-
wed the called TACHOMANAGER. This allows concrete and 
detailed CO² reports with valid figures to be created.

Especially as a family business that thinks in terms of  
generations and operates sustainably, our goal is to save 
CO² in all areas of the company and at all levels of  
responsibility. 
Not every measure can be quantified in tons of CO² saved. 
But every measure makes a contribution to reduction.

„CO²-REDUCTION  
IS ONE OF THE  
IMPORTANT TOPICS  
IN THE INDUSTRY”
Boris Schmidt,  
Managing director



EXAMPLES FROM THE  OPERATING BUSINESS

1.  Fleetmanager Karl-Heinz Klein 
introduces the software WEBFLEET

2.  HR-Manager Nina Schmidt
implements CO²-saving training for drivers

3.  Maintenance Manager Mario Knorr 
optimizes lighting and the usage of hydraulik-oil

4.  An employee newspaper 
addresses topics and calls for change

EXAMPLES FROM THE  MANAGEMENT

1.   FLEXI-FOR-FUTURE-PROJECT: 
A biotope is created to compensate for the kilometres driven

2.  Acquisition of always most modern vehicles 
average age of 2,8 years

3.  PV-System
produces green electricity on the company premises

4.  Usage of gas instead of heating oil
saves 22,6% CO²-emission

More information later

RESPONSIBILITY 
ON ALL LEVELS WITHIN 
THE COMPANY.

“CO² reduction is a complex issue that requires 
thought and action at all levels of the company.”
Boris Schmidt

More information later



MAIN GOAL:   REDUCTION OF CO² EMISSION  
FROM OUR FLEET

                                               

CORPORATE PRINCIPLE  
When purchasing new vehicles, we always ensure that they meet 
the highest possible emissions standards. We also attach great 
importance to a low average age of the vehicles (2.8 years) in order 
to always be at the cutting edge of technology.

OPTIMIZATION IN DETAIL

We have completely converted our fleet of dump trailers to electrically 
lockable Cramaro tarpaulin tops. Through the front sloping rise of the 
sliding roof is compensated by the recess more aerodynamic. 

When driving empty with the canopy closed, the wind has no possibility 
to brake the tipper more at the tailgate. This allows fuel savings of up 
to 6%. Own ideas from the practice for further CO²-optimizations we 
give to the manufacturers of the convertible tops for testing more.

ELECTROMOBILITY

We have been observing the market for years and are open for the 
use of electric mobility in the appropriate fields of application. As 
a first step, we are currently using a hybrid car to gain practical 
experience.

 

STRATEGY #1:
CO² REDUCTION THANKS 
TO NEW TECHNOLOGIES



OTHER OBJECTIVE   REDUCTION OF CO² EMISSIONS IN  
MANAGEMENT AND MAINTENANCE

GAS INSTEAD OF OIL 
At the beginning of 2020, the heating was transferred to a modern 
gas-fired thermal which are time-controlled according to the 
working hours, which temperature regulated. According to the  
Federal Environment Agency, a natural gas boiler causes per  
kilowatt hour 22.6% less CO² than a fuel oil boiler. 

WORKSHOP OPTIMISATION
At the beginning of 2019, the workshop hall was converted to LED 
lighting. In addition, the use of biodegradable hydraulic oil brings a 
further reduction in CO² emissions. 

USE OF CERTIFIED PAPER
Since the middle of 2020, only FSC or PEFC certified papers are used 
for printed matter:, which are certified and comparable to conven-
tional products a smaller CO² footprint have.

STRATEGY #1:
CO² REDUCTION THANKS 
TO NEW TECHNOLOGIES

318g
CO²
per kWh

Fuel oil
boiler

Natural 
gas boiler

247g 
CO²
per kWh



OBJECTIVE   EVERY EMPLOYEE SHOULD BE ABLE TO ACHIEVE 
THE FOLLOWING THROUGH HIS OR HER INDI-
VIDUAL BEHAVIOR TO MAKE A CONTRIBUTION 
TO REDUCING CO².

TRAININGS 
  For over 15 years Schmidt Transporte has been offering regular 

services for all drivers undergo ECO training. The goal is a fuel 
and therefore also CO²-saving, economical driving. In doing so 
we set consciously on a mix of external and internal compe-
tence: In addition to SVG Koblenz, two employees of Mercedes 
Benz certified to conduct training courses itself of which we  
expect a higher acceptance and efficiency in the implementa-
tion of the learning content.

INTERNAL COMMUNICATION

  The first issue of an employee newsletter was published 
in mid 2020 which also includes misconduct such as driving 
without CO²-reducing soft top and responds to a corresponding 
sanctions for non-compliance („nodules“).

STRATEGY #2:
CO² REDUCTION BECAUSE OF 
CHANGE MANAGEMENT



ZIEL   CO² THROUGH NATURE CONSERVATION PROJECTS 
AND COMPENSATE FOR RENEWABLE ENERGIES

EXAMPLE 1 „FLEXI FOR FUTURE“ PROJECT
   The idea: For every 250,000 km driven, one orchard tree

planted and the biotope area around it sustainable secured. 
The project is supported by the local mayor and accompanied 
by the competent nature conservation authority. For 2019, a 
total of 1,344 square metres of biotope area with 21 new 
planted trees.
It is planned to continue the planting campaign annually 
according to the kilometers driven.

EXAMPLE 2 IN-HOUSE PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM WITH 64 KWP

 As a contribution to the reduction of CO2 emissions, the company‘s
own PV system produced almost 600,000 kWh of electricity
between 01/2011 and 6/2020. This corresponds to the calorifi c 
value of almost 62,000 litres of heating oil!

STRATEGY #3:
CO² COMPENSATION
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Konzept

Jedes Jahr werden weitere 
Bäume dazu kommen, die 
Schmidt Transporte möchte 
auch in folgenden Jahren 
für je gefahrene 250.000 
km einen Baum spenden. 

Soweit es der Platz zulässt, 
werden die inneren Kreise
bepflanzt, wobei noch Platz 
zu den Sportstätten verblei-
ben soll. 

Weitere Flächen in der Nähe 
erlauben die weitere Bio-
topvernetzung (z.B. zweites 
Kreissegment nördlich)

Neben der Obstbaumpflan-
zung sind in kommenden 
Jahren weitere Biotop-
sichernde Maßnahmen 
geplant wie z.B. die Anbin-
dung bzw. Einbeziehung des 
Baches (Blaue Linie) durch 
Blühstreifen etc. 



The core of all 
good things: 
just do!

THE “FLEXI-FOR-FUTURE”-Project: 
One new tree per 250.000 km!

We would like to drive with alternative, more environ-
mentally friendly fuels than diesel. Unfortunately, the 
industry does not yet off er us a solution that works 
really well in the interest of our customers.

Until then, however, we would like to make our contri-
bution to saving resources for future generations and 
reducing the CO2 footprint of our services.

To compensate for this, we will plant a tree on a nearby 
meadow for every 250,000 kilometers driven. It may not 
sound like much at fi rst, but it will have a lasting eff ect. 
Especially since these are solitary fruit trees that require 
a biotope of at least 64 square meters of
meadow each, in which there will be 
humming and buzzing in the future.

We will continue to report 
in the coming years.

In spring 2020 we 
start planting more 

than 20 high-stem 
fruit trees! 

Our contribution 
to a smaller CO² 
footprint

FLEXI FOR
FUTURE!

FLEXI FOR
FUTURE!

FÜR MEHRNACHHALTIG-KEIT

FLEXI FOR
FUTURE!

ES GIBT
KEINE ZWEITE

ERDE.

Extract from the
customer information 
„Consignment note 
2020“ Issued in 
december 2019



THERE´S NOTHING GOOD. 
UNLESS YOU DO.
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